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Weekend on the Rocks is a live album by Dave Matthews Band. It contains highlights of the four shows in four days the
band performed at Red Rocks Amphitheatre live recording of Dave Matthews Band concerts at Red Rocks
Amphitheatre. "American Baby Intro" â€“ ; "Dancing Nancies" â€“ ; " Warehouse" â€“ 

The rest of the band was brought in, and production on a completely new album began, breaking only for a
short winter tour to finish out the year. The run wrapped up at Red Rocks Amphitheatre, where the band added
a fourth night immediately after Hurricane Katrina struck. The album, which had been recorded live at The
Muse Music Club on Nantucket Island in August of , debuted on the College charts as the highest independent
entry â€” a significant accomplishment for an independent album. This show would later be released as part of
the DMBLive series. Of particular note is the February 6, show, which was later released as Live at Luther
College. The overwhelming success of the album would spur a string of official live releases, as well as the
Live Trax and DMBLive series. Everyone was so pleased with Boyd's addition to DMB's sound that he was
invited as a guest for the band's first public performance at Charlottesville's Earth Day Festival on April 20, 
Matthews found assistance in drummer Carter Beauford and saxophonist LeRoi Moore, who were both
accomplished jazz musicians in the local Charlottesville music scene. Instead, they compiled a set of studio
takes and live performances recorded at Trax, Flood Zone, and The Muse during the fall of  DMB ended as
one of the hottest up and coming live acts in America. Next, Dave approached saxophonist LeRoi Moore, a
frequent performer at Miller's and other venues around Charlottesville. The band was again joined in the
studio by guitarist Tim Reynolds. The rest of the band soon joined them. In keeping with their tradition of
performing benefit concerts in significant US parks, Dave Matthews Band performed a webcast show in front
of 50, fans at Piedmont Park in Atlanta, Georgia on September 8,  Shortly thereafter, the band performed their
first European gigs in Amsterdam and London. These were later released as part of the DMBLive series. The
band then returned for a short winter tour, including a memorable show on December 21, during which DMB
was joined on stage by the Godfather of Soul, James Brown. The concert was conceived as a way to help
students, faculty and other members of the community move forward in the aftermath of the tragic events that
had transpired there in April. The double-disc album was quickly certified double Platinum, and the video also
sold over a million copies. Crash was released on April 30, , and debuted at number two on the Billboard
chart. As jarring as the earlier personnel shifts were, they were nothing compared to the news on June 30, that
saxophonist LeRoi Moore had been injured in an ATV accident near his home in Charlottesville. Instead, the
pair wound up co-writing 12 brand new songs in a matter of days. DMB also spent looking for ways to reach
out to their ever-growing fan base. Throughout , the band kept their tradition of remaining on the cutting edge
of fan communication technologies. With no new material to promote, the band delved deep into their back
catalog during the summer tour. A short U. On June 17, Boyd released True Reflections. In the spring of , the
Dave Matthews Band recorded their first demo. This time, the majority of songs would be new ideas that had
never been performed live. Released on November 23, , it was the third installment in the ongoing live album
series. DMB Live Trax, a highly anticipated series of exclusive live releases, debuted in the fall with  Dave
played the electric guitar for the first time, and Ballard helped bring a sense of focus and tightness to the
arrangements. By allowing concertgoers to tape shows for personal use, Dave Matthews Band created what
remains to this day a highly interactive community. One of their first performances as a duo was at the Prism
Coffeehouse in Charlottesville on April 22,  The first official gig for the newly conceived Dave Matthews
Band was May 11, , at a private party held on the rooftop of the pink warehouse on South Street in downtown
Charlottesville. So the Dave Matthews Band Caravan was conceived â€” a series of three-day festivals
featuring a diverse array of musical talent performing during the day and full sets by DMB each evening. Dave
first approached drummer Carter Beauford, an accomplished musician who had played in a jazz-fusion band
called Secrets, along with John D'earth and future DMB keyboardist Butch Taylor. Once again the band
crisscrossed the U. Then on May 27, , only days before the start of the tour, it was announced that touring
member Butch Taylor had decided to leave the band for personal reasons. Many songs from the so-called
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Lillywhite Sessions of the past year remained in the setlists as well.


